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P R O P O S E D  T E S T  O F  A S T R A N G E  M A T I ' E R  P U L S A R  
BY O B S E R V A T I O N  O F  T H E  N E U T R I N O  FLUX F R O M  C Y G N U S  X-3 

Gordon  L. SHAW, Gregory B E N F O R D  and Dennis J. S I L V E R M A N  

Physics Department, University of California, lrvine, CA 92717, USA 

Received 30 December 1985 

High energy "t's observed from Cygnus X-3 have been explained by assuming that protons emitted by a pulsar are 
accelerated to 1017 eV in its polar field and then collide with the atmosphere of its companion star. Recognizing that v's are 
produced by this mechanism the IMB and other experimental groups are currently searching for them. It is shown how the 
hypothesis of the pulsar being strange matter might be tested by observation of the v flux. Metastable strange droplets stripped 
from the pulsar (and accelerated) by electrodynamic fields yield v's, by decay and by collisions with the companion's 
atmosphere, with qualitatively different details than those produced by the proton collisions. Further, searching is suggested for 
v's produced by this decay mechanism from nearby pulsars with no companion in future, large detectors. The decays may be 
rapid enough to see the pulsar frequency in the neutrino signal. 

Considerable theoretical interest [ 1 - 7 ]  has focused 
on the intriguing possibility that not only may high- 
density multiquark droplets (S droplets) with large 
strangeness be very long-lived, [3] but large bodies of  
strange matter (S matter) might be absolutely stable. 

Roughly, neglecting the strange-quark mass, the num- 
ber of  strange quarks n s should be ~A ,  the baryon 
number, since ns = nu = nd in order to lower the Fer- 
mi energies o f  the u and d quarks. Recently, Witten 
[5] suggested that not only might some neutron stars 
have strange matter in their cores but that one might 
imagine a star entirely made of  S matter so that there 
is essentially no crust. The possibility of  having S mat- 
ter being the lowest state of  extended, large A matter 
at nuclear density and zero pressure is truly exciting 
and of  enormous importance. QCD calculations 
would need to be accurate to "~1% in order to make a 
definitive prediction. Thus experimental tests are cru- 
cial. Parallel to these ideas have been the very exciting 
results connected with Cygnus X-3: Ultra high energy 
(UHE) 7's (up to 1016 eV) have been observed [8,9] , t .  
Cygnus X-3 has been understood [10 -12 ] ,  fig. 1, to 
be a pulsar revolving about a large (~4  solar mass) 

4:1 See the list of references in the article of Samorski and 
Stamm [8] for the lower energy photon data from Cyg X-3. 
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companion star in a 4.8 h period. The UHE 7 spec- 
trum and phase peaks have been explained [10-12]  *: 
by assuming that protons emitted by the pulsar are 
accelerated up to 1017 eV (in the electric field pro- 
duced by the pulsar's corotating magnetic field) and 
then strike the atmosphere of  the companion to pro- 
duce 7's. It is generally recognized that v's are also 
produced by this mechanism and the IMB proton de- 
cay collaboration and others are currently searching 
for them. Very recently, three of  the proton decay 
groups [ 14 -16]  have reported (preliminary) observa- 
tion of  secondary shower muons from Cyg X-3 (phase 
locked to the 4.8 h period) which are not from neu- 
trinos and have no conventional explanation. 

This note points out how the hypothesis of  a pulsar 
being mostly S matter may be tested by observation 
of  the details of  the v events in present and future de- 
tectors. Metastable S droplets stripped from the pulsar 
(and accelerated) by electrodynamic fields yield v's 
by decay, and by collisions with the companion's at- 
mosphere. This additional (extremely efficient) source 
of  v's has qualitatively different features than those 
produced in the proton collisions. After completion 

,2 See fig. 2 of ref. [12] for an asymmetrical version of the 
atmosphere in the binary system. 
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Fig. 1. Following fig. 2 of Vestrand and Eichler [10], a sche- 
matic figure of how the UHE 3"s are generated from Cyg X-3. 
The pulsar, denoted by an emitting object orbits (4.8 h) in the 
outer circle. The fined region is the atmosphere [12] of the 
companion star which is denoted by the shaded region. The X 
ray minimum occurs at C and the narrow UHE 3" bursts occur 
at phases when the pulsar is between A and B and between D 
and E. The high energy protons emitted by the pulsar produce 
n°'s, decaying to 3's in the atmosphere. In the optically thin 
regions AB and DE, the 3"'s can emerge. In the model of Kolb, 
Turner and Walker [13], rr +-, K -+ produced in the atmosphere 
by the protons decay to v#'s, which then emerge through the 
companion from A to E (except for those u with energy > 1 
TeV which are absorbed and have a dip near region C). Our 
proposed S droplets from the pulsar, in addition to producing 
~,#'s by this collision process from A to E, will also produce 
mainly V'sby S droplet decay from E to A. 

of this work, two papers [17,18] appeared which ex- 
plain the anomalous/1 events [14-16]  from Cyg X-3 
on the basis of S droplet formation and breakup (in a 
very specific manner). These papers are complemen- 
tary to ours. From our point of view of emphasizing 
neutrino detection to infer a strange matter pulsar, 
perhaps an even better situation than Cyg X-3 would 
be to search for v's from nearby, fast pulsars with no 
companion. Here no v's would be produced by colli- 
sions of accelerated particles with an atmosphere; they 
must come from the decay of the stripped and accel- 
erated S droplets. Correlating the arrival time of such 
events (in large future detectors such as DUMAND) 

with the very accurately measured fraction of a sec- 

ond period of the pulsar should distinguish any signal 
from background events. Since the dominant decay of 
the strange quarks in the S droplets will involve the 
emission of ~e, observation of the details of the v flux 
(# and e production) from these companionless pul- 
sars would give very accurate limits on v oscillations 
in addition to strong evidence for the strange matter 
composition of pulsars. 

Calculations to explain the energy dependence and 

phase (see fig. 1) of the UHE 7's from Cyg X-3 pro- 
ceed [10-12]  by assuming that protons are emitted 
from the magnetic polar cap of the pulsar. Electrically 
driven flow from the polar cap, along the magnetic 
field of a pulsar has been studied in detail for some 
years ,a. There is however no consensus on the accel- 
eration mechanism. Thus Eichler and Vestrano [11 ] 
consider two possibilities for acceleration of ions of 
mass Amp and charge Ze: The maximum energy from 
a large amplitude Deutsch wave [20] is 

Ema x ~ 1016A 1/3Z2/3B12(lO3p)-4/3 

× [ln(RB/RL)] eV,  (1) 

where B12 is the surface magnetic field in units of 
1012 G , P  the period of the pulsar in s, andR  L and 

R B radii of the light cylinder and the binary orbit. A1- 
temately, [21-24]  acceleration in the near zone in a 
gap (of height h in units of 106 cm) near the polar 

cap gives 

Ema x ~ 1018 ZB12 (103p) -5/2 h eV.  (2) 

Either mechanism can give energies ~1017 eV for pro- 

tons from Cyg X-3 if  the pulsar has ms rotation period 
(no direct observation of P has been made) ,4. CoUi- 

ta See e.g. the review by Michel [19]. 
~:4 Acceleration from accretion disk electrodynamics is also 

possible [25 ], and would operate separately from our 
mechanism. This would not extract S-matter from the pul- 
sar, but it could supply the protons which yield the ~ 1038 
erg/s X-rays. Exceptionally close binaries like Cyg X-3 may 
not permit the classic accretion disk formation, however, 
so energy yield estimates from such pictures are at best 
qualitative. The ultimate energy source is probably accre- 
tion from the companion, which may well have spun up 
the pulsar to a ms period, as is suspected for the other ms 
pulsars [26 ]. Thus while these accretion disk processes may 
be present (and probably necessary for the complete pic- 
ture), our acceleration picture, eqs. (1) and (2), is comple- 
mentary and necessary for stripping the S droplets from 
Cyg X-3. No such accretion disk process is necessary for 
slower pulsars, and is clearly not present for pulsars not in 
binary systems. 
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sions of these protons with the atmosphere of the 
companion star produce rr°'s which decay rapidly to 
UHE 3"s. In the phase of the pulsar's 4.8 h rotation 
(see fig. 1) for which the 3"s passage through the at- 
mosphere is ~ 100 gm/cm 2 thick (so that protons pro- 
duce zr0's but the decay 7's will not be absorbed) a 
narrow phase pulse of  UHE 7's will emerge. 

Recently, detailed calculations [13,27] have been 
made of the vtt's expected by a similar mechanism of 
zr -+, K +- produced in the companion's atmosphere by 
the interaction of the UHE protons from the pulsar. 
The calculated vtt flux and phase plot depend both on 
whether the rr -+ and K -+ decay before interacting (in the 
high temperature atmosphere) and on the absorption 
of the v's in the central core of the companion star 
(see e.g. fig. 3 of Kolb, Turner and Walker [13]). 

Now we turn to an alternative or second compo- 
nent of high energy v's from Cyg X-3 arising from the 
possibility that the neutron star is made essentially of  
S matter [5]. 

There is a positron-electron cascade over at least 
one magnetic pole; this is the plasma which produces 
coherent radio emission in pulsars, and may be re- 
lated to the radio bursts seen by Molnar et al. [28]. 
Ion emission must accompany this cascade and is not 
prevented by it. Ion emission occurs from spiky peaks 
on the polar cap, about 1 mm to 1 cm high [22]. The 
parallel electric field concentrates on these peaks, low- 
ering the effective work function well below the bind- 
ing energy. S-matter present on a peak will be ejected 
along with protons. In addition, all locally self-consis- 
tent acceleration models demand that TeV electrons 
bombard the cap. This causes bremsstrahlung and pair 
creation showers in the crust, which can liberate S- 
matter dumps or S droplets without necessarily break- 
ing them up. These S droplets would perhaps have 
30 £ A  £ 104 with lifetimes [3] 2 10 -4  s. 

A surface gap in charge density must exist and emit 
a current to supply the corotafion charge. This out- 
ward flowing ion beam excavates matter at a rate [23] 

F~ .  2 × 10-3AZ -1B12 P - 1  g cm -2 s -1 (3) 

from the gap. The cap radius is 

R c ~  1.4 X 104R3/2p -1/2 cm (4) 

with the pulsar radius R 6 in units of 106 cm. The cur- 
rent flow will have oppositely charged species and thus 
the mass flow will exceed this estimate. The strong B 

retards resupply of this matter, so any crust would be 
steadily broken up by TeV electrons and stripped. 
Thus S droplets would form a component in the ion 
beams which contribute to the global magnetospheric 
picture. 

The charge ratio Z/A of the S droplets should be 
small compared to a nucleus since the strangeness ra- 
tio ns/A of S matter would be ~ 1. Further, the ratio 
Z/A of the droplets might vary not only from droplet 
to droplet, but also with time after the formation of 
an individual droplet. As described by Chin and Ker- 
man [3] ,s ,  the S droplet after formation (perhaps in 
an excited state) can be rapidly driven by several 
strong processes to ns/A ~ 2. At this point, the ex- 
pected decay of the S droplet is by the weak quark 
decay 

s - ~ u + e - + ~ e .  (5) 

Proper lifetimes 2 10 -4  s are expected [3]. This is 
long enough for an S droplet to pass through the ac- 
celerating region above the pulsar surface to reach its 
full energy given by (1) or (2). These high energy S 
droplets will then have lifetimes 2 1 s. Thus large 
fluxes of high energy, metastable S droplets may flow 
from the pulsar, although not as high in energy/A as 
the 1017 eV protons needed to produce the observed 
UHE ~/flux. 

The crucial point of the speculative scenario is that 
these S droplets would produce v's with qualitatively 
different features from those made by the protons, as 
summarized in fig. 1. These include: 

(a) v's during the entire period. Some are produced 
in the ACE region of the pulsar orbit by collision of S 
droplets with the atmosphere to make 7r +- and K -+ 
which then decay to v~'s. Others are produced in the 
EA portion of pulsar orbit from decay of metastable S 
droplets. 

(b) ~'s during the unoccupied path EA. Since S 
droplets have large strangeness ratios ns/A > 1, the de- 
cays will be preferentially via process (3) which emits 
re. Although oscillations to V~ are possible (and would 

:l:s We have carried out [29] detailed analyses of the decay of 
strange globules with parameters consistent with the hy- 
pothesis of stable strange quark matter in bulk [5] and un- 
stable globules due to a surface energy. The parameters and 
formalism are consistent with those of Farhi and Jaffe [6]. 
At the end of the decay sequences we find for most sets of 
parameters a number of ~e/A ~ O(1). 
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test Am 2 to 10 -16 eV 2 for 10 GeV v's) the major com- 
ponent of Pe'S would persist, vu will also be emitted 
during the chain of decays of an S droplet if s -+ u + 
/2- + Pu is energetically allowed. We expect ~A p's 
from the sequential decay of a S droplet with baryon 
number A (and ns/A ~ 1). We envision that proton 
and neutron emission would be involved in the sequen- 
tial decays of the S droplet in addition to (5). 

Tests of these two features in the present and future 
proton decay and neutrino detection experiments 
should be feasible since they each have striking signa- 
tures. An excess of ~'s versus v's, as suggested in (b), 
could be detected through the use of large magnets to 
distinguish between/~+ and/a-.  The prediction of a 
large component of ~e'S is so striking an indicator of 
S droplets that future detectors should be instrumented 
so as to be able to observe them. 

Now we examine a situation which might be better 
than Cyg X-3 for seeing evidence for a strange matter 
pulsar. The idea is to look for ~e fluxes from nearby 
young, fast pulsars which are not in binary systems. 
Thus no v's would be produced in the conventional 
collision scheme [13,27] and they would have to come 
from the decay of the (stripped and accelerated) S 
droplets. We show qualitatively that strange matter 
pulsars that are within a few hundred parsecs and that 
have periods P ~ 0.1 s will emit ~ fluxes that could be 
detected in future large detectors such as DUMAND 
[30]. 

Since ns/A "" 1, we expect ~A decay ~e'S from each 
S droplet stripped from the pulsar. Thus from (3), a 
minimum v flux at the pulsar cap is 

F c ~ 1.2 × 1021(AZ-1B12 P - l )  v's cm -2 s -1 . (6) 

For pulsars with periods 2 0.1 s, a more realistic esti- 
mate than (1) or (2) for the maximum energy of each 
ion (coming from detailed consideration of the gap 
process) is [23] 

Emax/A "~ 1.5 X IO12ZA-1R6(PB12) -1/7 eV.  (7) 

We will assume that each droplet reaches this maxi- 
mum energy/A and each v has an energy Ev ~ 1/9 of 
this value (7). The flux of ~'s received at the earth 
from a pulsar at distance d (in cm) is 

Fr = Fc Op (106R6/d) 2 , (8) 

where 0p = (pulse width/P). Note the calculated 0p, 
given by the opening angle of the cap [23] 

0 c ~ 1.4 X 10 -2  (R6/P) 1/2 (9) 

are close to the observed values. Assuming a large, 
fully instrumented water detector (such as DUMAND), 
the number of expected ~ events in one year is 

N v ~ 1.7e-l'SB12R3"5dp 2 V,  (10) 

where V is the effective value of the detector in cubic 
kilometers and dp is d in units of 102 pc. [We used a 
~N cross section of 3 × 10-39Ev (in GeV) cm2.] Thus 
a signal of"~50 events in a year would be expected 
for a P "-~ 0.1 s strange matter pulsar having "unit" 
values for the other parameters in (10). (There are 
several observed pulsars having roughly "unit" values 
for B12,R 6 anddp a n d P ~  0.1 s. For example, PSR 
0950+08 has dp ~ 100 pc, 0p --- 0.4 andP = 0.25 s.) 
This signal should be readily discernible from the 
background by correlating the timing of the events in 
the detector with the precisely known period of the 
pulsar. 

Mthough (10) appears independent of  the energy 
Ev (and thus Z/A of the S droplets), there is a mini- 
mum Ve energy for detectability which is purely de- 
pendent on the spacing between photomultipliers in 
the water. If  we assume e.g. a heavily instrumented ar- 
ray for which an electron neutrino with E~ 2 6 GeV 
can be detected, this implies a corresponding IZ/A I 
0.03 for the droplets stripped off the pulsar and ac- 
celerated. Further restrictions are that the effective 
lifetime rs of an emitted S droplet (before it emits a 
considerable number of~'s be (a) long enough to 
traverse the ~ 100 m gap for acceleration and (b) 
short enough so that the dispersion in arrival time of 
the v's from the pulsar is within 0p ~ 0.02 in order to 
use arrival time to reject background. We readily es- 
timate that (a) and (b) require 10 -7 < r s < 1 s. 

Whereas the energy required to maintain this S 
droplet emission and acceleration for a ms pulsar is 
very large (see footnote 4) it is quite small for the P 
0.1 s pulsar (which is not in a binary system). In fact, 
the energy expended in accelerating the S droplets in 
the polar cap is for the slow pulsar, P 2 0.1 s, [esti- 
mated from (3), (4) and (7)] a negligible fraction of 
the energy loss in the (observed) slowing down [31] 
of the pulsar due to the dipole radiation from rotating 
theB12 field [31]: 

dE/dr "~ -1032 (B12)2P -4 ergs s -1 . (11) 
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This illustrates what an enormously efficient system a 
strange matter  pulsar would be for producing a detect- 
able pulsed ve beam. 

If  indeed strange matter  pulsars exist and can be de- 
tected by  observation of  the pulsed ~e beam, a very 
significant bonus follows: Since we expect  the domi- 
nant composit ion of  the v beam to be ~e, the separate 
measurement of/a and e events would present an ex- 
tremely sensitive test of  neutrino oscillations. Not only 
would the appearance of  ~u's test Am 2 to ~ 10 -16 eV 2, 
but  would simultaneously be sensitive to quite small 
mixing angles. Quantitative values would depend great- 
ly on the volume and instrumentat ion of  the detector.  
Note that  the unit  size detector  "~km 3 in (10) is ~ 3 0  
times the presently planned array dimensions for 
DUMAND [30]. Also, the spacing o f  the optical sen- 
sors is planned to optimize v u detection rather than re. 
Clearly, i f  further developments [ 14 -18 ]  concerning 
Cyg X-3 point  to the possible emission of  strange drop- 
lets, then a larger, fully instrumented version of  the 
presently planned DUMAND should be built .  

We conclude these speculations by emphasizing the 
importance and relevance of  searching for S droplets 
produced in the scheduled (1986) fixed-target high- 
energy heavy-ion accelerators at BNL and CERN, as 
proposed in fig. 1 of  ref. [7] : Relativistic S droplets 
produced in the primary heavy-ion collisions pass 
through a spectrometer-trigger that  both  separates out 
and identifies (on-line) S droplets havingA > 10 and 
small or negative Z / A ,  and then triggers counters sur- 
rounding a secondary target. The observation o f  mul- 
tiple A's emit ted in the interaction of  a S droplet  in 
the secondary target would be a striking, readily iden- 
tified signature. 
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